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Name of the Activity/ Event

Theme
Venue
Date & Duration
Participants/Attended by
r.ile Accsglow Dos6ia"

Prepared by:

scientifjc rnind of the young learners.

obiectives

To celebrate and appreciate the contribution of Dr. C.V. Raman.

To encourage the people as well as popularize the science and technology.

To disclrss all the issues and irnplement new technologies for the development of science.

To promote the awareness of Ianguage and cultural diversity alT across the world

DESCRIPTION:

"If you tLt[E to a man in a hnguage he uru{erstands, that Boes to his heatr If you talE to him in
hx laixguage that goes to hx lieart," - ll'{etson an.rfefa

Science is 3dvancing at amazing speed and everything of our life has changed beyond recognition To pay

regard to the most eminent scientist of India and the world, Dr' C.V. Raman, National Science Day was

observed. In order to appreciate the contribution of different scientists, the famous inventions and

scientists assoclated with them, discussion was held in the classes on regular basis Students ol class V

were engaged in making posters on the'Amazing Science Facts'which was followed by discussion on new

technologies and inventions for the development in human life, students were also able to infer the

importance of observing National Science Day and appreciated the contribulions of Dr' c v Raman who

helped people in understanding the relevance of Science in one's llfe. Also, they were enlightened about

the benefits of science to mankind and how it helps in developing rational thinking and science temper.

h-o.liscussion catered to the aesthetic , social and coqnitive domains. For class VI discussion was held to

promote different languages used by people, students of class vI were engrossed in spreading awareness

about the importance of one's mother tongue The students of class VII and VIII particlpated in a quiz

related to scientlsts, their contribution and role in evolution of technology to make everyone's life

comfortable. All the stLrdents participated enthusiastically in ali the activities and were appreciated for

theii efforts. Overall experience proved to be quite effective and gave an opportunjty to develop the

I\4onth ly Awareness Campaign

International l\4oth€r Language Day and National Science Day
School Premises
February,2019
Classes V - VIII
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